Introduction

Drug design and development is a very complicated, time consuming process and there are many factors responsible for the failure of different drugs such as lack of effectiveness, side effects, poor pharmacokinetics, and marketable reasons. “Drug discovery” has historically been a stronghold of chemistry, especially natural products chemistry and synthetic organic chemistry. Chemistry is thus inherently playing a major impact on drug discovery, since other disciplines cannot create novel small molecules. In other words, “drug discovery and development” cannot happen without chemists.

Molecular target-based drug discovery with continuous improvement in the quality and diversity of compound libraries has been making steady progress. “Structural biology”, “computational biology”, “chemical biology”, and “chemical genetics” are now fully incorporated into modern drug discovery through target-based approaches. With these modern tools in hand, rational drug design, exploiting combinatorial chemistry for focused libraries, becomes possible. Designing hybrid molecules having a dual mode of action is a good example and provides a promising approach to modern drug discovery. Natural products chemistry provides sufficiently sophisticated lead structures for drug discovery. A combination of natural products chemistry and focused library synthesis furnishes a powerful approach to drug discovery. The terms “biology-oriented synthesis (BIOS)” and “function-oriented synthesis (FOS)” have recently emerged as a logical evolution in “chemical genetics” for exploring the intrinsic complexity and diversity of the structures of natural products. Moreover, the use of combinatorial biosynthesis, taking advantage of particular gene clusters as a tool for creating a library of highly sophisticated natural product leads, provides another fascinating approach to modern drug discovery [1].

The molecular docking is a technique used to study orientation of one molecule to a second, when bound to each other to form a stable complex [3]. Molecular docking predicts ligand binding to its receptor or target protein. Molecular docking is used to recognize and optimize drugs by examining and modelling molecular interactions between ligand and target macromolecules. Molecular docking is used to generate multiple ligand conformations and orientations and the most appropriate ones are selected [4,5]. The several molecular docking tools are ArgusDock, Schrodinger, DOCK, BioSuite, FRED, GRAMM, eHTS, Maestro, AutoDock, SYBYL-X Suite and FTDock. Molecular modelling involves scoring methods that are used to rank the affinity of ligands to bind to the active site of a receptor. In virtual screening, compounds are docked and then scored to find out the one which is more likely to bind tightly to the target macromolecule [6].

The 3D pharmacophore search is an imperative, vigorous and simple method to quickly recognize lead compounds towards biological activity on the computer screen. The Scaffold Hunter searches for structural moieties that resemble already known structures with a particular biological characteristic so they use these as a basis and experiment with different chemical information to synthesis new compounds [2].

We have seen a technological switch in the methodology used by drug discovery team; the serendipitous, individual approach that you once used has been largely replaced by rational drug design using a multidisciplinary, team approach which uses new computer-aided drug design methods that speed up the drug discovery process and generate more accurate, viable lead compounds. In turn, your job description and skill requirements have changed dramatically. No longer do you mainly concern yourself with synthetic problems, but the increased use of computer-aided drug design has created greater opportunities for you to work with experts from a range of specialties and for you to understand and predict the impact of your daily work on the drug design process as a whole.

The chemical structural space using an ingenious computer program called Scaffold Hunter, this generates maps of a selected chemical structural space based on structural criteria and enables the researchers to retrieve possible molecules and approaches towards biological activity on the computer screen.
preferred target. Pharmacophore is a specific 3D arrangement of functional groups within a molecular framework that are essential to attach to an active site of an enzyme or bind to a macromolecule. Once a pharmacophore is defined, the medicinal chemist utilizes the 3D database search tools to find novel compounds that are suitable for the pharmacophore model. The modern drug design process has been used to make it one of the most successful computational tools because it efficiently identify and optimize lead focus combinatorial libraries and helps in virtual high-throughput screening [7]. The novel and protracted techniques of QSAR analysis have advanced to transform pharmacophore detail into QSAR models that, in turn can be used as virtual high-throughput screens for activity profiling of a library [8]. An additional broad idea of descriptor pharmacophore was presented, which uses a variable selection QSAR as a division of molecular descriptors that afford the maximum statistically important structure-activity relationship. These approaches comprise of partial least squares and K-nearest neighbours. Thus, chemical similarity searches involving descriptor pharmacophores produces resourceful pulling out of chemical databases or virtual libraries to find out compounds with anticipated biological activities [9] (Figure 1 & 2).
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